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An approach was developed for the quantification of subtle gains
and losses of genomic DNA. The approach relies on a process called
molecular combing. Molecular combing consists of the extension
and alignment of purified molecules of genomic DNA on a glass
coverslip. It has the advantage that a large number of genomes can
be combed per coverslip, which allows for a statistically adequate
number of measurements to be made on the combed DNA. Con-
sequently, a high-resolution approach to mapping and quantifying
genomic alterations is possible. The approach consists of applying
fluorescence hybridization to the combed DNA by using probes to
identify the amplified region. Measurements then are made on the
linear hybridization signals to ascertain the region’s exact size. The
reliability of the approach first was tested for low copy number
amplifications by determining the copy number of chromosome 21
in a normal and trisomy 21 cell line. It then was tested for high copy
number amplifications by quantifying the copy number of an
oncogene amplified in the tumor cell line GTL-16. These results
demonstrate that a wide range of amplifications can be accurately
and reliably quantified. The sensitivity and resolution of the
approach likewise was assessed by determining the copy number
of a single allele (160 kb) alteration.

Aneuploidies associated with the development of a variety of
malignancies and genetic diseases involve the amplification

or deletion of specific DNA sequences (1, 2). Karyotyping, which
uses fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) on metaphase
spreads, allows for a direct enumeration of individual chromo-
somes (3). Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), on the
other hand, allows for the genome-wide detection of loss or gain
of chromosomal sequences greater than several Mb in size (4–6).
Other methods for visualizing genomic instabilities recently have
been developed, such as M-FISH or spectral karyotyping (7, 8).
These methods allow for the genome-wide characterization of
aneupoloidies with a resolution of about 1 Mb (9, 10). Recent
studies suggest that CGH eventually could be used to detect copy
number alterations of single genes by using arrays of cloned
DNA on a diagnostic chip, but the ability to reliably quantify
subtle alterations on the kilobase scale has proven to be tech-
nically difficult (11–13). Fiber-FISH techniques have advanced
the resolution of chromosomal analysis to the kilobase range.
These techniques rely on methods for aligning the DNA sample
that often result in a nonuniform and uncontrolled extension of
the molecules (14–19). Consequently, a statistically adequate
number of extended molecules can be difficult to obtain with
these methods.

In the following, we present an approach for the quantification
of subtle gains and losses of DNA sequences in a sample of
genomic DNA. Genomic amplifications ranging from subtle
duplications as small as 50 kb in size to gross amplifications
involving oncogenes or whole chromosomes can be precisely
mapped and quantified with this approach. The approach is
based on a process called molecular combing, which involves the
uniform alignment and extension of DNA molecules on a glass
surface by the hydrodynamic force exerted by a receding airy
water interface, or meniscus (20, 21). This method of aligning
and extending DNA has the advantage that each molecule is
extended exactly 1.5 times its crystallographic length, providing

a direct correlation between the measured length of the mole-
cule and its actual size in kb:

1 mm 5 2 kb. [1]

It previously has been shown that up to several hundred haploid
genomes can be stretched on a glass surface by using this
approach and that fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis is
feasible on combed DNA (22, 23).

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Genomic DNA. Escherichia coli genomic DNA was
extracted by standard protocols. Human genomic DNA was
prepared and combed as described (20–22, 24).

Probes. Lambda DNA was labeled with biotin-14-dUTP. A total
of 50–100 ng of probe pooled with 10 mg of herring sperm DNA
was ethanol-precipitated and dried. The probe then was resus-
pended in 10 ml of hybridization buffer (50% formamidey10%
dextran sulfatey23 SSCy1% Tween-20). Cosmid and bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) DNA was prepared by alkaline
lysis. A total of 0.7–1 mg of each cosmid probe (five probes for
each chromosome) was obtained either by nick-translation or by
random priming with biotin-14-dUTP or digoxygenin-11-dUTP.
In the trisomy 21 experiment labeled probes specific to chro-
mosome 21 were pooled with excess COT-1 DNA (5 mg) and
ethanol-precipitated. Labeled probes specific to chromosome 9
were similarly prepared. In the met dosage experiment, 700–800
ng of each cosmid probe and 1.4 mg of the BAC probe were
precipitated with 53 COT-1 DNA and 10 mg of herring sperm
DNA. The dried probes were resuspended in 10 ml of hybrid-
ization buffer.

Hybridization. Genomic DNA previously combed on glass sur-
faces and stored at 220°C were dehydrated for 5 min at room
temperature in a series of ethanol baths (70%, 90%, and 100%).
The DNA then was denatured for 2 min at 70°C in a formamide
bath (70% formamide, 23 SSC, pH 7), and immediately dehy-
drated in a second series of ethanol baths on ice. The hybrid-
ization mixture was heated at 80°C for 2 min followed by
incubation at 37°C for 5 min. Fifteen microliters of the probe
solution was hybridized to the combed genomic DNA in a humid
chamber overnight at 37°C.

Detection by Fluorescent Antibodies. The hybridized probes were
simultaneously detected by fluorescent antibodies by using FITC
or Texas red. Successive layers of fluorescence-conjugated an-
tibody were used to obtain easily detectable signals (22).

Measurements. Fluorescent signals were screened and recorded
by using an inverted epifluorescence microscope connected to a

Abbreviations: BAC, bacterial artificial chromosome; FOV, field of view.
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video camera (SIT 68, Dage–MTI, Michigan City, IN; spherical
deformations caused by the intensified camera were corrected).
In the experiment with E. coli DNA, the measurements involved
two steps: (i) a prehybridization step in which the average length
of the combed E. coli DNA per field of view (FOV) was
calculated from a representative number (10–100) of randomly
chosen FOVs; and (ii) a posthybridization step that involved
measuring the length of hybridized lambda probe more than 100
FOVs to obtain an average number of hybridized lambda signals
per FOV. In the experiment with human DNA, successive sets
of 100 FOVs were first screened by using the FITC set of filters
and subsequently rescreened by using the Texas red set of filters.
In both cases, measurements were performed on the recorded
images.

Statistical Analysis. E. coli genome experiment. The assessment of
the number of combed E. coli genomes was performed by
dividing the total measured length of the combed E. coli DNA
by the known length of the genome (4.64 Mb) from a recorded
set of randomly selected FOVs (10–100) (24). After hybridiza-
tion, a larger number of FOVs was scanned (100 FOVs). As
shown in Fig. 1B, the average number of E. coli genomes per
FOV (averaged NGyFOV) rapidly converges to a constant
value, even if the NGyFOV fluctuates from FOV to FOV with
a SD varying from 10% to 30% of the averaged NGyFOV. The
average value obtained from 10 randomly chosen FOVs appears
to yield a close approximation, demonstrating the uniformity of
combing over a single surface. However, the average number of
genomes per FOV depends on the DNA solution used and varies
from surface to surface (Table 1). Similarly, the average number
of (lambda) targets per FOV (average NTyFOV) was calculated
after hybridization by measuring the length of the detected
signals from each randomly chosen FOV and then dividing by the
known length of the lambda genome (48.5 kb). The SD is higher
(90–160%) because some FOVs do not contain any signals.
However, convergence to a stable average NTyFOV is observ-
able after fewer than 100 FOVs, as shown in Fig. 1B. Both
measurements (before and after hybridization) converge to
approximately the same number of genomes per FOV, as shown
in Fig. 1C. Summary of the final measured ratio NTyNG is
presented in Table 1.

Human genome experiment. The number of haploid genomes
Ng (per FOV) can be counted by measuring the total length of
the hybridized control sequences (per FOV) according to:

Ng 5
O

i
li

l
, [2]

where li stands for a measured (possibly incomplete) signal, and
l represents the length of an intact target sequence determined
by using Eq. 1 (Fig. 1). It is possible to calculate the ratio between
the target and control sequences and to observe the convergence
of the ratio as the number of scanned FOV increases, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Theoretically, if intact control and target
sequences were randomly distributed on the slide, a simple
calculation shows that for an actual ratio R, the observed ratio
Robs as a function of Ng, R(Ng), is with 95% confidence in the
interval (R2DR, R1DR), where:

DR 5 1.96
ÎR~1 1 R!

ÎNg
. [3]

To take into account that broken DNA fibers lead to hybridized
signals of various lengths, different size distributions can be used.
In the case of a uniform distribution of lengths instead of a
bimodal one (0 or 1 intact signals detected per FOV), or any
other kind of regular distribution, the 1y=Ng dependence of DR

is conserved. In the case of a uniform distribution (which is more
realistic; see Figs. 1 A and 3D), the numerical coefficient in Eq.
3 simply changes to 1.61. However, one has to carefully check the
statistical reliability of such a procedure, because, for instance,
a cosmid probe (40 kb) represents between 1023 and 1024 times
the size of a whole human chromosome. In the real experiment,
successive regions of finite area are scanned and the total
number of probes in these regions is calculated by using Eq. 2.
Because there is no chromosome-dependent combing of DNA,
the ratio of the number of a given chromosome species present
in the scanned area over that of another species will reflect the
ratio between these two species in the DNA solution. These
numbers are well approximated by the number of detected

Fig. 1. Lambda dosage in E. coli. (A) Histogram of the sizes of genomic E. coli
DNA fragments (red) measured on 38 randomly chosen FOVs and a histogram
of the sizes of hybridized lambda probes from the same slide measured on 96
random FOVs (blue, vertical scale has been expanded 10 times). Horizontal
axis: size of fragments in mm; vertical axis: number of fragments. The size
distribution is typical of sheared DNA. (B) Number of genomes per FOV.
Horizontal axis: number of FOVs; vertical axis: number of genomes. Before
hybridization, the number of E. coli genomes per FOV was obtained from the
total length of combed DNA per FOV divided by 2,320 mm (red circles). After
hybridization, the number of lambda genomes was obtained from the total
length of the hybridized signals divided by 24.3 mm (blue circles). These
numbers fluctuate widely, but the average numbers calculated over the
scanned FOVs (red and blue curves) converge rapidly to a common value of 0.3
genome per FOV. (C) Summary of measurements performed on eight different
slides. The same experiments as in B were performed for eight different slides.
For each slide, we represent the average number of genomes per FOV as a
function of the effective number of measured genomes. Thick curves corre-
spond to measurements before hybridization (measurements of counter-
stained E. coli genomic DNA), thin curves correspond to measurements after
hybridization (measurements of the hybridized lambda probe signals). All sets
of curves (beforeyafter hybridization) are normalized to 1 to facilitate com-
parison of the convergence, which occurs between 10 and 20 genomes.
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probes as soon as a sufficient number of probe signals has been
measured.

To increase the resolution of the approach and the reliability
of the measurements, more probes can be used. Taking more
probes per sequence increases the respective probability of
detecting one probe per unit area. One finds that for p (homo-
geneously distributed over the chromosome) probes for the
target chromosome, and q probes for the control chromosome,
Eq. 3 has to be modified as:

DR 5 1.61
ÎRS1 1

p
q

RD
ÎpNg

. [4]

As a result, the gain in convergence rate scales as =p. For five
probes for each chromosome, the gain is a factor of 2.2, whereas
if five probes are used for the control (q 5 5) and one for the
target (p 5 1), a factor of 1.4 is gained. Practically, the ratio
measured in the first case should lead to the same uncertainty
found in the second, although with 2.6 fewer genomes scanned.

Finally, an assessment of the reliability of the method for
detecting different ratios (such as an incremental increase in the
copy number of the region of interest) is theoretically obtained
by using Eq. 4. Detecting an incremental increase in copy
number requires being able to unambiguously discriminate
between two different ratios R1 . R2. This is feasible when the
two curves R12DR and R21DR separate from one another as a
function of the number of detected genomes, Ng. Beyond a
certain number of genomes, Ng, the experimental convergence
curves will correspond unequivocally to either R1 or R2. Equiv-
alently, the precision dR with which an experimental ratio R is
determined after the measurement of Ng genomes can be
calculated by finding dR such that the curves for (R1dR)2DR
and (R2dR)1DR separate from the curves for R1DR and
R2DR, respectively.

Results
The ability to uniformly stretch hundreds of diploid genomes on
a single coverslip suggested the possibility of developing a
quantitative assay for assessing the copy numbers of specific
DNA sequences in a sample of genomic DNA. The simple
principle behind this approach is to determine the effective copy
number of an amplified region and to compare that to the
effective copy number of a nonamplified region. This is done by
measuring the lengths of individual hybridization signals from
sequence-specific probes. Therefore, the effective copy number
of each region is the sum of the lengths of the measured

hybridization signals divided by the known length of the respec-
tive regions (Eq. 2).

In a pilot experiment using E. coli strain RW597(la)1 (25)
containing one lambda insert, prestained bacterial DNA was
combed and measured. As shown by the histogram in Fig. 1A and
the curve in Fig. 1B, a statistically meaningful average number
of E. coli genomes per FOV can be obtained from measurements
made over a few random FOVs, even if the DNA is significantly
sheared (expected length, 2,320 mm; observed mean length, 12
mm). This feature of the method has important implications for
samples of DNA that are of poor quality. After hybridization
with a lambda probe, only signals from the hybridized probe are
visible and the average number of lambda genomes per FOV can
similarly be computed from a representative number of FOVs
(Fig. 1 A and B). Control experiments performed with E. coli
strain RW592 (26) containing no inserted lambda genomes
yielded an average of 0.01–0.02 detected inserts per FOV (data

Fig. 2. Experimental scheme. Dashed boxes (ri) represent labeled probes
hybridized to fragments of genomic DNA and detected by Texas red fluores-
cence (r, red detection; index i, rank of the observed fragment). These probes
are used to count the number of genomes present on the coverslip. This
number is given by the sum of the lengths of the corresponding hybridization
signals divided by the known length of the region (Nr 5 Rylr; lr 5 normal length
of region). The black boxes (gi) represent linear FITC fluorescent signals
specifically hybridized to the region whose copy number is to be determined
(g, green detection; index i, rank of the observed fragment). Again, it is the
total length of the measured hybridization signals divided by the known size
of the region that yields its respective copy number per coverslip (Ng 5 Gylg).
The copy number of the region present in the sample of genomic DNA then is
obtained by dividing the number of target regions present on the coverslip by
the number of genomes scanned. The boxes are shown to be of varying sizes
to emphasize that detected signals often are truncated because of shearing of
the genomic DNA during its preparation.

Table 1. Lambda to E. coli ratio

Experiment # E. coliyFOV # FOV # LambdayFOV # FOV # Lambday# E. coli

1 0.60 10 0.61 107 1.02
2 0.31 50 0.30 102 0.97
3 0.28 38 0.29 96 1.04
4 0.78 10 0.72 46 0.92
5 0.58 36 0.65 116 1.12
6 0.61 40 0.56 100 0.92
7 0.31 41 0.31 110 1.00
8 0.38 100 0.47 107 1.24

Results of measurements of combed genomic DNA of RW597(la)1 E. coli (20). The total length in mm was
divided by 2,320 and by the number of FOVs to get an average number of E. coli genomes per FOV (# E. coli yFOV).
The same measurement was performed after hybridization of a lambda probe on a larger number of randomly
chosen FOV to obtain an average number of lambda genomes per FOV (# LambdayFOV). Although this average
number varies from slide to slide, the final ratio of lambda genomes to E. coli genomes remains close to the
expected 1:1 ratio (1.03 6 0.11).
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not shown). As shown in Fig. 1C and Table 1, this approach is
not affected by the density of the combed molecules. This
experiment demonstrates that a large region can be reliably
quantified by using a relatively small sequence as a probe (here
the ratio between the sizes of the lambda and E. coli genomes is
1y100).

The experimental scheme used for quantifying an amplifica-
tion in human genomic DNA is shown in Fig. 2. We decided to
test the feasibility and precision of this approach by quantifying
a 1.5 ratio between the target and control region of an autosomal
trisomy 21. Two sets of five cosmid probes were chosen to be
evenly spaced over each chromosome so that each probe rep-
resented one-fifth of either the target (chromosome 21) or the
control chromosome (chromosome 9) (Fig. 3A). Cosmid probes
specific to chromosome 9 (145 Mb) were used to quantify the
number of genomes present on the surface, and cosmid probes
specific to chromosome 21 (50 Mb) were used to quantify the

relative copy number of that chromosome. Before these exper-
iments, each cosmid probe was separately combed and measured
to determine its individual size as well as the respective total
lengths of the two sets of probes (Table 2). Total human genomic
DNA from a trisomy 21 lymphoblastoid cell line was combed
(Fig. 3B), and the two differentially labeled sets of probes
specific to chromosomes 9 and 21 were simultaneously hybrid-
ized to the combed genomic DNA. The target and control
sequences are detected by using different fluorophores for each
set of probes (Fig. 3C and Materials and Methods). Individual
hybridization signals from each set of probes then were mea-
sured and summed to obtain their respective total lengths (Table
3). Fig. 3D shows the histogram of length measurements of the
chromosome 9 fluorescent signals in red (plain curve) and
chromosome 21 fluorescent signals in green (dashed curve).

The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 4,
which shows the measured ratio plotted as a function of the
number of genomes. These curves show a convergence of the
measured ratio to within 10% of the expected ratio (3:2 in the
case of a trisomy and 2:2 in the case of an unaffected individual)
after 15–20 genomes have been scanned. This finding indicates
that a relatively small sample of genomic DNA is sufficient for
an accurate assessment of this type of amplification. In one case
(WS 212), the observed convergence was slower. A bias in the
measurements was observed in this experiment, but it had no
significant effect on the final ratio (histogram not shown).
Indeed, an arbitrary degree of precision can be achieved simply
by screening larger numbers of genomes, which indicates that the
copy number of a chromosome can be reliably determined in a
mixed sample containing a population of normal and affected
cells. For example, in a mixed sample in which 20% of the cells
are normal, the corresponding ratio of 1.4 can be distinguished
from a ratio of 1.5 if 400 genomes are scanned by using two sets
of 10 probes each (see Materials and Methods).

Fig. 3. Localization of probes and probe length measurements. (A) Approx-
imate locations of cosmid probes for chromosomes 9 and 21. All cosmid sizes
were determined by length measurements made on the combed molecules,
or, in the case of the 9q34 cosmids, by direct measurement of the hybridized
contig from previous experiments (see Table 1). (B) One FOV (3100 objective)
of combed genomic DNA before hybridization, stained with YOYO-1. The
number of genomes combed per coverslip at this density is estimated to be 100
diploid genomes. (C) Shown is a typical 32-kb cosmid probe signal (fragment)
detected by FITC fluorescence after hybridization to the combed genomic
DNA. Because the copy number ratio depends on the summed lengths of the
signals rather than on their relative intensities variability in fluorescence
intensities is negligible. (Scale bar 5 10 mm.) (D) Histogram of the measured
probe lengths for one experiment (T21a). Cosmid probes hybridizing to
chromosome 9 were detected in red (dashed curve), and cosmid probes
hybridizing to chromosome 21 were detected in green (plain curve). Both
histograms look similar and are characterized by a mean value of 13–14 mm.
A few intact hybridized cosmids are observed in the scanned region of the
surface (right part of the histogram, 20–22 mm).

Table 2. Cosmid lengths

Chromosome 9
probes

Length 6 SD,
mm

Chromosome 21
probes

Length 6 SD,
mm

108H11 16.9 6 1.6 F08132 20.4 6 1.8
212F2 20.5 6 0.6 H0973 15.8 6 0.9
269C11 16.6 6 1.4 A03115 14.6 6 1.1
20D5 13.6 6 1.3 F0812 21.2 6 0.8
149B8 21.7 6 0.4 F02103 16.1 6 0.9
Sum of probes 89.3 6 1.2 Sum of probes 88.1 6 1.2
Contig 80.7 6 3.8

Cosmid probe lengths measured by molecular combing. Cosmids were
combed on individual surfaces from a batch whose stretching parameter was
verified by using a test lambda DNA. Approimately 100 molecules of each
cosmid were measured and their respective sizes were determined by fitting
the main peak of the histogram to a Gaussian distribution. The chromosome
9 cosmid contig length was obtained by direct end-to-end measurements
made on the intact contig hybridization signals.

Table 3. Measured ratio and number of chromosomes

Experiment G 19y22 WS 212 T 21 a T 21 b T 21 c

Chr 21 21.04 61.95 34.05 35.75 117.78
Chr 9 20.63 68.83 21.97 21.93 71.82
Chr 21yChr 9 1.02 0.90 1.55 1.63 1.64

Cosmids were hybridized and detected as described. Hybridization frag-
ments were recorded and measured, and the respective sums of each set of
signal lengths were used to calculate the corresponding number of chromo-
somes. The ratio is the number of (target) chromosome 21 (Chr 21) equivalents
to the number of (control) chromosome 9 (Chr 9) equivalents.
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An important advantage of this approach is its ability to detect
and quantify single gene alterations without actually measuring
the entire length of the amplicon. A gene or gene region can
extend over a few tens or hundreds of kb. The duplication of a
single allele is detected by measuring 1.5 (1 1 2:2) times as many
signals corresponding to the probes hybridizing in the region.
Whether the amplification is a local rearrangement or consists of
a minichromosome or any other event does not matter because
this approach relies solely on counting the effective number of
measured probes.

The sensitivity of the approach for single gene dosage was
assessed in the same trisomy cell line by using a 160-kb cosmid
contig located on chromosome 9 as a probe. Although the
expected ratio (2:3) was obtained, the rate of convergence was
about 2.6 times slower than in the previous experiments (Table
2, Fig. 4; see Materials and Methods). This experiment demon-
strates that micro-deletions or amplifications of a small region of
the genome can be detected and quantified by using a single
phage artificial chromosome or BAC clone as a probe.

Amplifications involving oncogenes often consist of multiple
duplications and rearrangements. We next investigated whether
the precision of this approach could be extended to the detection
of multiple amplifications of a region containing an oncogene.
The human gastric carcinoma cell line GTL-16 (27), a type of
cancer widespread in the human population, is a solid tumor that
contains multiple copies of the met oncogene. This gene, which
is located in the region 7q21–31, codes for a protein that is a
member of the tyrosine kinase family. Previous studies have
shown that multiple copies of c-met are present within a single
nonhomogeneous staining region on a marker chromosome that
is different from chromosome 7 (27). The copy number had been
qualitatively estimated by Southern blotting to be about 10-fold.
In these experiments, a 172-kb BAC containing the met onco-
gene was used as a probe. A set of five cosmid probes specific to
chromosome 21 were used to count the number of genomes on
the coverslip. Two independent assays revealed that the c-met
oncogene is amplified exactly 11.5 times in this cell line, which
corresponds to 21 extra copies of the met region per diploid
genome (Fig. 5). Currently, we are applying this method to the
quantification and characterization of the met amplicon in a
variety of different tumor cell lines. Preliminary results confirm
that a wide range of amplifications can be accurately quantified
and characterized regardless of the size or structure of the
amplicon (C.C., unpublished work).

Discussion
In this report we have described an approach for the precise
detection and quantification of both subtle and gross genetic
imbalances. Because the approach relies on measuring probe
length as opposed to relative f luorescence intensities, we have
been able to improve the resolution and reliability with which
chromosomal analysis can be performed. Gene dosage by
f luorescent probe measurement has the advantage that ambi-
guities and errors caused by nonspecific hybridization and
other sources of f luorescence background are effectively elim-
inated. Another advantage resides in its simplicity because it
requires only a single cosmid for quantifying an amplification.
We have shown that a large number of measurable f luorescent
signals can be detected from a single hybridization assay. This
process allows for an arbitrary degree of precision in the

Fig. 4. Results of the gene dosage experiments. (A) The DNA from two
different cell lines of normal patients (G19y22 and WS 212) was combed on
separate slides. The labeling and revelation scheme was reversed for WS 212.
The red curve represents the evolution of the measured ratio as a function of
the effective number of detected control chromosomes (one per haploid
genome) for patient G19y22. A quick convergence to a final ratio of 1.05 is
observed after a transient regime extending over fewer than 10 haploid
genomes. For patient WS 212 (green curve), convergence of the ratio occurs
after a larger number of genomes (50 genomes) to a limit value of 0.9. This
difference might be caused by a bias in the measurements in favor of small
signals in the case of Texas red, as observed from the length histogram (data
not shown). Both experimental curves are confined within the two 95%
confidence level envelopes (CLE, black curves) calculated by using Eq. 4 (see
Materials and Methods), for p 5 q 5 5 and r 5 1. (B) The same experiment was
performed by using the DNA of a trisomy 21 patient. In one experiment (T
21 a), the initial labeling and revelation scheme was used, and the opposite
scheme was used in experiment T 21 b. Both experimental curves show a quick
convergence to a limit value of 1.6 after 10 genomes. They both are confined
within the two 95% CLEs (black continuous curves) calculated for an expected
ratio of 1.5 and five probes per chromosome (p 5 q 5 5). Another experiment
also was performed on the same combed DNA, using a cosmid contig of 160
kb as a probe for chromosome 9, instead of the five evenly spaced cosmid
probes (see dark blue, T 21 c). In this case, it is expected that the convergence
of the measured ratio will be slower (95% CLE for p 5 5, q 5 1, gray curves),
because convergence to 1.65 will occur after approximately 35 genomes have
been scanned. This indeed was observed to be the case. A simple rescaling of
the data to match the two sets of envelopes for p 5 q 5 5 and p 5 5, q 5 1
transforms the T 21 c curve into the light blue one, which shows an equiva-
lently fast convergence, as expected.

Fig. 5. met oncogene amplification measurements. DNA from the GTL-16
cell lines was combed on several slides. BAC RG253B13 encompassing the met
region (FITC detection) and cosmids F08132, H0973, H03115, F08121, and
F02103 from chromosome 21 (Texas red detection) were simultaneously hy-
bridized. The blue and purple curves correspond to two different experiments.
The curve represents the evolution of the measured ratio (the effective
number of measured BAC probes divided by the effective number of chro-
mosome 21) as a function of the effective number of detected control chro-
mosomes (chromosome 21). A convergence to a final ratio of 11.5 is observed
after a transient regime extending over fewer than 10 haploid genomes.
Experimental curves are confined within the two 95% confidence level enve-
lopes (thin curves) calculated by using Eq. 4 (see Materials and Methods), for
p 5 1, q 5 5, and r 5 11.5.
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assessment of a given region’s copy number, because the
method’s sensitivity depends only on the number of genomes
that are scanned. Consequently, a sufficient number of ge-
nomes would allow for the precise determination of an am-
plification in a mosaic of normal and cancerous cells. Likewise,
incremental increases in copy number also can be accurately
quantified simply by scanning a sufficient number of genomes
(see Materials and Methods).

The results presented here indicate that a variety of chromo-
somal alterations can be detected by using this approach. It
therefore has a potentially broad range of applications in a
number of different domains. Changes in the DNA copy number

of regions associated with tumorigenesis, for example, often
include oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, and chromosomal
analysis of these regions can be a useful indicator of tumor type
and prognosis. This approach therefore represents another
addition to the increasing number of techniques now available
for studying the underlying mechanisms of genetic imbalances
and oncogenesis.
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